
Join New Perspectives on Learning in person in New London, CT for one of our
great professional development opportunities this summer!

Introductory Workshops
The following workshops offer an introduction to Math Workshop, 
the Contexts for Learning Mathematics series, and to student 
development along specic Landscapes of Learning as noted.

EaEarly Number Sense, Addition and Subtraction, Grades K-3
(Two-Day Workshop: Aug. 2-3) 
      This workshop, designed for early childhood educators, focuses on the development of 
      early number sense, addition and subtraction, and early place value. It includes the 
      math rack progression for automaticity of the basic facts and the open number line 
      progression for mental math.
                  Facilitators: Emily Stewart and Cathy Fosnot     

MMultiplication and Division, Grades 2-5 
(Two-Day Workshop: Aug. 4-5)
      This workshop focuses on the development of multiplication and division with whole 
      numbers through the years, from the early introduction of multiplication through the 
      automaticity of the basic facts, computational uency with greater amounts, and 
      place value. It also includes work  with the ratio table and open array.
                  Facilitator: Janan Hamm  

GGeometry, Grades 3-6 (Two-Day Workshop: Aug. 6-7)
      This workshop focuses on the development of key ideas in geometry for middle grade 
      teachers related to the following topics: Area and Perimeter, Angles, the Cartesian 
      Coordinate System, and Surface Area and Volume of Prisms
                  Facilitator: Sylvia Glassco 

Fractions, Grades 3-6 (Two-Day Workshop: Aug. 9-10)
      This workshop focuses on the development of the big ideas and progression of strategies 
            for fractions. It also includes work with several important models as tools for 
      computational uency, such as coins, clocks, price, the double number line, the 
      open array, and the ratio table.  
                  Facilitators: Greg Bryant and Cathy Fosnot
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Two-day workshops are $499. 
Group rates and partnership packages are available. 
Contact us for more information.
www.newperspectivesonlearning.com



One-day workshops are $299. 
Group rates and partnership packages are available. 
Contact us for more information.
www.newperspectivesonlearning.com

Join New Perspectives on Learning in person in New London, CT for one of our
great professional development opportunities this summer!

Advanced Workshops
Dynamic versus Static Assessment, K-5
(One-Day Workshop: June 22)
      This workshop will examine how to assess in powerful ways during conferrals and when 
            examining students’ work samples, how to record critical formative data, and how to use 
      developmental rubrics to pick up data that will genuinely inform teaching. Participants will
      also explore the NP on Assessment digital app for recording progressive development 
      on Landscapes of Learning and for digital student portfolios.    
            Facilitators: Melissa Becerra, Janan Hamm, Emily Stewart

Formative Assessment that Truly Informs Teaching
(One-Day Workshop: June 24)
           This workshop will prepare interested people to work with Cathy over the summer writing 
      new assessment items and rubrics for grades 3-5. Pre-requisites are familiarity with the 
      assessment items and rubrics already on the NP on Assessment app and/or the completion 
      of a prior assessment workshop. The workshop is open to all, but an application is required 
      to be accepted into the follow-up writing group, which will extend through the summer. 
            Facilitator: Cathy Fosnot

The Search for Structure and Regularity: 
an essean essential element for deep learning, K-6 
(One-Day Workshop: July 29)
      What is the difference between strategies and big ideas? What is a mathematical structure and how is structure 
      related to big ideas, generalization, and the development of deep understanding? In this workshop we will 
      explore these questions and examine how to notice important moments for inviting generalization and the 
      development of mathematical structures—places to take “unnished learning” to “deep” learning and how to do so. 
            Facilitator: Cathy Fosnot

CConferring During Math Workshop, K-6 (One-Day Workshop: July 30)
      In 2016, Cathy’s book Conferring with Young Mathematicians at Work: Making Moments Matter was released. 
      This book will serve as the text for this workshop. Participants will have opportunities to examine the importance 
      of clarifying questions, the celebrating of learners’ ideas, and the many ways to provoke puzzlement and offer 
      further challenges during conferrals. Video through the grades of teachers’ conferrals will be used for analyses.
            Facilitator: Cathy Fosnot
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